We want to thank you for choosing Limitless Walls.
Enjoy completely reinventing your walls!

Paste Required Materials Installation Procedure

Check Your Order for Accuracy:
You will receive your packaging slip, and a squeegee to apply the mural. If there are any small wrinkles or bubbles in the wall mural once opened, do not worry! Once installed the bubbles/wrinkles will disappear. Please check each panel for defects. If none are found please proceed with installation. If a defect is evident please contact Limitless Walls immediately!

Wall Preparation

Before You Begin:
We strongly recommend having a second set of hands to assist in installing your mural. To properly prepare your wall, remove all switch plates and wall fixtures. The smoother the wall the better! We advise smoothing out any bumps and filling any cracks in your wall. Then clean the surface of your wall with a warm, damp towel. All mold, mildew, grease, dust, dirt, and loose paint must be removed to ensure good adhesion. If your wall has been freshly painted we recommend waiting two weeks to allow the paint to gas before applying your mural.

Measure With Care:
To achieve a successful installation it is imperative that your mural be hung straight. Line up the first panel by drawing straight vertical and horizontal lines. If your mural is smaller than your total wall space, mark out the dimensions lightly on the wall using a level and tape measure to create a straight and level center line. Please use only a lead pencil for marking walls!

Temperature:
Do not install unless a temperature above 50 degrees F is maintained in both areas of storage and installation for at least 48 hours prior to installation.

Preview:
Place each panel of your mural in front of the perspective space that they will be hung. All murals with more than 2 panels will be numbered on the back of each panel.

Irregular Walls:
To compensate for irregular ceilings, measure the difference between your starting point and the highest point on your wall. Then lightly mark your starting point on panel #1 leaving the extra to be trimmed off. (Use the same technique for irregular floors and walls.)

Selecting an Adhesive

Our Matte Vinyl and Paper wall coverings should be installed with a heavy duty adhesive. Manufacturers such as Roman Decorating and Zinsser offer suitable adhesives.

Adhesive Application

Do not dilute adhesive. Apply an even coat of adhesive to the entire backside of material using a bristle brush roller.

Cover the backside of the mural completely with adhesive, especially near the edges. Fold each end toward the middle, pasted sides together, aligning the edges carefully so they do not dry out. Allow the mural to “relax” for ten minutes (booking). This will allow the adhesive to penetrate the wall covering, ensure a firm bond as well as prevent your seams from separating, which is important to a successful installation. Do not crease booked material.

For more information visit us at www.LimitlessWalls.com or contact us at info@limitlesswalls.com - 1-888-722-3674
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Paste Required Materials Installation Instructions

Applying Your First Panel or Single Piece Mural:

Take your booked mural/panel #1 and unfold the top portion, pressing the upper portion against the wall. Make sure your mural/panel is straight. Begin smoothing the top portion of your mural and continue down the wall going from the center out using your LimitLess Walls squeegee. You can slide the mural into position if it is not straight. Unfold the rest of the mural/panel and continue to apply your mural/panel starting from the center and working your way to the edges. Once the entire surface has been smoothed onto your wall trim the excess mural with a sharp razor blade.

Every mural is printed with a one inch overlap. Please do not butt panels.

Applying Additional Panels:

Align panel #2 with panel #1. Panel #2 will slightly cover panel #1 with a 1 inch overlap. Unfold the entire second panel and match the pattern of panel 1, again please do not butt seam the mural. This will cause the mural align incorrectly. Start at the top center of the mural, and repeat the above instructions, smoothing out and applying each panel.

Optional Overlap Removal

Performing a Double Cut:

In order to decrease seam visibility you may perform a double cut. To do this, cut the overlap down the middle in order to form a butt seam. To do this place your straight edge vertically in the center of the overlap and cut through both layers of material using a sharp razor blade. For best results make long cuts without lifting the blade. Once the entire seam is cut, peel the top layer and remove both pieces of excess material. Then re-smooth the top layer for an even finish.

Reminder: All of our murals are removable and can be reused. Please save the liner (backing of the mural) in order to perform a higher quality transfer later.

For more information visit us at www.LimitLessWalls.com or contact us at info@limitlesswalls.com - 1-888-722-3674